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Description
The TYPO3 Association Quarterly Reports are quite boring an nobody seems to read them.
We had the idea of replacing them with a much more appeasing "single-page-factsheet" so creation is easier and people will love to
read them.
single page A4
Will be send out to TYPO3 Association members quarterly
I was inspired by "Feltrons annual Reports": http://feltron.com/ar06_01.html
which is a kind of personal annual report.
Ideas for content of such a Quarterly Factsheet:
Which events have been? (e.g. Cebit)
Number of Attendees at Events
Interesting Topics=Shortnews (e.g. Trademark now also in USA)
Snowboard Tour
We now have 1000+ Certified Integrators
Fun Facts: Bottles of Beer consumed at T3Board
Cool New Feature: e.g. FAL in 4.7
Upcoming Version Number: 4.7 + Planned Release date
History
#1 - 2012-06-28 14:36 - Søren Schaffstein
Hej Robert,
can you give me a status update on this topic?
Can we perhaps have something to use for the Q2/2012 Quarterly Report? Would be really great!
#2 - 2012-07-18 17:09 - Robert Zierhofer
- Assignee changed from Robert Zierhofer to Martin Engel
Martin... would you like to have a look at this?
Thank you!
#3 - 2012-07-18 17:09 - Robert Zierhofer
- Status changed from New to Accepted
#4 - 2013-01-07 20:11 - Ben van 't Ende
We have two factsheets coming up so that would be cool to have a design for that.
#5 - 2013-06-10 18:18 - Robert Zierhofer
- Assignee changed from Martin Engel to Robert Zierhofer
#6 - 2013-07-22 16:57 - Robert Zierhofer
- Assignee changed from Robert Zierhofer to Martin Engel
Martin... would you like to have a go with this?
Would be awesome!
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#7 - 2013-07-22 17:19 - Søren Schaffstein
You can find the current reports and their content here: http://association.typo3.org/activity-reports/ref/assoc/
Hope this helps in getting an idea of what's in typically...
#8 - 2013-07-22 17:50 - Martin Engel
oh thanks guys, ill try my best to make a layout for it. greez Martin
#9 - 2014-07-04 10:53 - Ben van 't Ende
- Status changed from Accepted to Needs Feedback
- Assignee changed from Martin Engel to Ben van 't Ende
Ask Board about the status. Not print!
#10 - 2014-07-18 13:02 - Ben van 't Ende
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Closed
is not needed anymore in that form
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